
Difficulty Rating: Beginner

Just Kisses
Designed by Darlene Zimmerman
www.feedsacklady.com

Featuring

RHAPSODY IN GREEN

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Finished quilt measures: 53” x 62”
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

    Color       Fabric        Name/SKU       Yardage

K001- 221 
PARAKEET

K001- 1031 
BLUEGRASS

K001- 1293 
PISTACHIO

K001- 445 
KALE

K001- 1474 
CYPRESS

K001- 1161 
HOLLY

K001-1832 2020 
COTY

K001- 1321 
SAGE

K001- 849 
DESERT GREEN

K001- 1234 
MINT

K001- 200 
POND

K001- 837 
ARUBA

K001- 348 
ASPARAGUS

    Color      Fabric       Name/SKU        Yardage

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

1-1/8 yards

1/3 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

3/8 yard

5/8 yard
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You will also need:
3-1/4 yards for backing

Half-Square Triangle or Easy Angle (by EZ Quilting)
*NOTE:  If not using the tool, cut 3-7/8” squares, 

cut once on the diagonal for half-square 
triangles. 

K001- 1832 2020 
COTY 

*Also used for Fabric A

Binding*
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- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted. 
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Half-Square Triangle has been abbreviated to HST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

From Fabric A, cut:
seven 3-1/2” x WOF strips. Sew together, end-to-end, then set aside for the outer border.
two 3-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 twenty half-square triangles*
 three 3-1/2” squares
two 2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 four 2” x 21” strips for the strip sets

*Cut the 42” long strips in half, making them 3-1/2” x 21”. Layer a light and a dark fabric 
together and cut triangles using the Easy Angle tool. They will then be ready to sew. Mix the 
colors well, always putting a light with a dark triangle. Fabrics B-H will be the “lights” and 
Fabrics A and J-M will be the “darks.”
 
From Fabric B, cut:
six 1-1/2” x WOF strips. Sew together, end-to-end, then set aside for the inner border.

From each of Fabrics C-M, cut:
two 3-1/2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 twenty half-square triangles*
 three 3-1/2” squares
two 2” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 four 2” x 21” strips for the strip sets

From the Binding Fabric, cut:
seven 2-1/2” x WOF strips 

Notes Before You Begin

Cutting Instructions
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Step 2  Sew a light and a dark 2” x 21” strip together for 
a strip set. Make twenty-four strip sets. Press toward the 
darker fabric. Subcut five 3-1/2” wide units from each strip 
set for a total of one hundred twenty units. 

Step 3  To assemble the Light Blocks, gather: 
four HSTs
four 3-1/2” units from Step 2
one light 3-1/2” square 

Arrange the units as shown. Sew into rows, pressing as shown. Join 
the rows to make a block, pressing as shown. Make fifteen light 
blocks. At this point the blocks should measure 9-1/2” square.

Step 4 Assemble the Dark Blocks in the same manner as before, 
using four HSTs, four 3-1/2” units form Step 2 and a dark 3-1/2” 
square. Sew fifteen dark blocks as shown. Note the pressing 
directions.

Step 1  Sew all the triangles together, pairing light and dark triangles. Press 
toward the dark triangles. Make one hundred twenty HSTs measuring 3-1/2” 
square.

Assembling the Blocks
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Assembling the Quilt

Step 1  Sew the blocks together in six rows of five blocks, alternating light and dark blocks. 
All the seams should alternate. Press the joining seams open or twist to open and spin the 
intersections on the wrong side. 

Step 2  Join the rows. Press the seams open or twist to open and spin.

Step 3  Measure and trim two inner borders the width of the quilt. Sew to the top and bottom 
of the quilt. Press toward the borders. In the same manner, measure, trim and sew the inner 
side borders to the quilt.

Step 4 In the same manner, add the 3-1/2” wide dark borders to the quilt. Press.

Your quilt top is complete! Baste, quilt, bind and enjoy!

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the 
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise 
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2019. All rights reserved.


